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Robert Mapplethorpe (/ Ëˆ m eÉª p É™l ËŒ Î¸ É”Ë•r p /; November 4, 1946 â€“ March 9, 1989) was an
American photographer, known for his sensitive yet blunt treatment of controversial subject-matter in the
large-scale, highly stylized black and white medium of photography.His work featured an array of subjects,
including celebrity portraits, male and female nudes, self-portraits and still-life ...
Robert Mapplethorpe - Wikipedia
Horses is the debut studio album by American musician Patti Smith, released on December 13, 1975, on
Arista Records.Smith, a fixture of the then-burgeoning New York punk rock music scene, began recording
Horses with her band in 1975 after being signed to Arista Records, with John Cale being enlisted to produce
the album. With its fusion of simplistic rock and roll structures and Smith's ...
Horses (album) - Wikipedia
Roberto Polo, an American citizen, was born Roberto Bernardo Polo Castro in Havana, Cuba, on August
20th, 1951. He is the oldest son of Roberto Isaac Polo Perdueles, born in CÃ¡rdenas, province of Matanzas,
Cuba, in 1923, and MarÃ-a-Teresa Julia Castro Carluch, born in Havana in 1926. They married in Havana in
1949.
Roberto Polo - Biography
Breaking Cincinnati news, traffic, weather and local headlines from The Cincinnati Enquirer newspaper.
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Daniel Cordier, nÃ© Ã Bordeaux le 10 aoÃ»t 1920, est un rÃ©sistant, marchand d'art et historien franÃ§ais..
Ancien Camelot du roi, il s'engage dans la France libre dÃ¨s juin 1940. SecrÃ©taire de Jean Moulin en
1942-1943, au contact de qui ses opinions ont Ã©voluÃ© vers la gauche, il lui a consacrÃ© une biographie
en plusieurs volumes de grande portÃ©e historique.
Daniel Cordier â€” WikipÃ©dia
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